
poetry in the free world
CARLTON CULMSEE

our so called civilization is from significant viewpoints
largely chaos a chaos of abundant and rich raw materials
but still a chaos not the chaos from which god decreed cos-
mic order but the sort that one would have seen if he had
wandered among pioneers who had just disembarkedembarkeddis with
their gear from a stern wheeler on the missouri in the early
19th century piles of food and clothing and bedding and
weapons with swarms of children playing and men and
women pacing up and down all starry eyed for a land which
they both desired and dreaded

we have of course functioning institutions which we
more or less share with other countries of the free world
however the real edifices of our culture remain to be built
we have many mansions but most of them lack the spires
that fill the chest with pride and lift the eyes to a ffarar vision

the free world is accused from within and from with-
out of being a church without a steeple a pyramid without
an apex an altar without a fire we have been compared to
a torchlight procession with the torches unlighted or a flock
of children rolling hoops which bump clumsily along because
one segment of each hoop and that the most important
segment is missing

true religious zeal is not a marked characteristic of our
age we have moreover lost several secular faiths one is
a belief that physical science will produce a heaven on earth
another is a conviction that a sociopoliticalsocio political system will auto-
maticallymatically produce unselfish dedicated superior human beings
but many of us still cling to a hope in the responsibly cre-
ative individual on the other hand we must concede that
our serious cultivation of a life of the mind and spirit is
confined to limited spaces and even in those it struggles
against weeds and drought
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perhaps a better image of our occidental civilization than
the just landed pioneers is a church in italy not long ago I1

stood on the piazza michelangelo looking down on the little
city of florence which as you know was once the cultural
capital of europe I1 could see the broad dome of the cathedral
and beside it the campanile of giotto this bell tower cre-
ated by the so called father of renaissance art has been
widely admired and imitated in europe and even the new
world

although the bell tower is a beautiful structure it is also
a colossal irony it must make giotto unhappy as he walks with
his friend dante in some spirit realm for it is not what he
intended oh yes he designed what we see but he intended
a soaring spire which would have meant an addition of more
than 80 feet to the height the spire would have given the
cathedral a markedly different character towering above
that mass of marble with its elaborate geometrical figures
and even well above the dome the bell tower would not only
have summoned people to worship it would have said there
below is a man made mountain of stones and pillars of dark
against white symbolizing man s mixture of love and violence
but we can all at our best detach ourselves as this bell tower
is detached and send our thoughts rising with unity fuelledquelled
by despairing hunger or hope up into the highest places as
this spire does

but if my sources are correct construction of this cam-
panile was halted just at the point where the spire was to
have begun and a little hump of a roof was put on at a level
far below what giotto had visualized

that bell tower splendid as it may be is truncated de-
capitated it is like the statue of david with the head lopped
off the head with its eyes of serene courage gone

that spire would have lifted high above the dome of our
lady of the flower and high above the tower of the signoria
which is now the loftiestloftiest structure in florence a collared
pinnacle of sturdy secularity it would have transfiguredtrans figured the
landscape as well as the cathedral itself and made another
florence than the one we see from the hills on either side
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As a matter of fact we do not of course need to con-
cern ourselves for the comfort of giotto s soul or for the
skyline of florence but the truncated bell tower is a symbol
of something vastly important to all western civilization

we find a dark interpretation in mary mccarthy s stones
of florence she declared that a terrible mistake was
committed here between giotto and michelangelo
that had to do with power and megalomania or gigantism of
the human ego obviously she means the exaggeration of
individualism the assumption of a demigodlikedemigodlike posture when
humanity shifted from a god centered view of the world
to a man centered view there is something to be said for her
belief the existentialist of a pessimistic cast of mind finds
that he cannot draw back from an isolation which however
gallant it may be is also grim and lonely As leo spitzer
averred man fears nothing more than isolation in
the universe

we need not however feel forced into ultimate despair
or even scorn of our individualism our task is not so much
to be brave during our last hours like the spartansspartanoSpar tans on
the sea wet rock who awaiting certain death before the
persian hordes sat down and combed their hair rather
our task is to recognize two factors the bounteousness of
our resources ill assorted and ill organized as they may be
and the possibilities for our creativeness amid the chaos

we can no doubt view the change between giotto and
michelangelo as a tragic error we can refer to the reform-
ation as the spiritual catastrophe which put an end to
the gothic age with its impetuous yearning for the heights
we can add that the vertical outlook of the european mind
was forthwith intersected by the horizontal outlook of modern
times

incidentally those last two sentences were written by a
protestant not by a catholic and besides that writer did not
think of the reformation as unrelieved calamity for he con-
ceded that the gothic age was marked by geographical con-
finement and a restricted view of the world

furthermore I1 feel that the enduring effects of the ref-
ormationor are owing to the stupendous advances of science
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as we know it but in any event there appears to be no doubt
to repeat the phrases of C G jung that the vertical outlook
of the european mind was intersected by the horizontal
outlook of modern times further to quote jung conscious-
ness ceased to grow upward and grew instead in breadth of
view as well as in knowledge of the terrestrial globe this
was the period of great voyages and of the widening of man s

ideas of the world by empirical discoveries after nearly
400 years the leading european thinkers and investigators

came to regard the mind as wholly dependent on matter
and material causation jung felt that this horizontal per-
spectivespective was a reaction against the exclusively vertical per-
spectivespective of the gothic age but he was obviously not rec-
onciled to the prevailing tendency of our time to account
for everything on physical grounds 1

I1 would not however have you understand that I1 am
rejecting what has come to us since the renaissance the mech-
anical marvels and creature comforts and the avalanches of
knowledge which have poured down upon us from a hundred
peaks we can admittedly complain more about having too
much than too little one of our most serious problems is
one of assimilation to use a commission merchant s figure
we have carloads of food rotting on a million sidetracks
even so we have mental and spiritual dyspepsia we are
sluggish from overeatingover eating of facts As pictures of destruction
which could be wrought by new more terrible weapons are
flashed before us by our statesmen to frighten us into digging
nuclear bomb shelters or by red leaders to frighten our
statesmen we are coming to yawn in the stupefaction of over
stuffed children we are coming to feel that there is some-
thing unreal about these stories they sound a bit like tales
of giants and ogresagres used to frighten children into being
tractable

this problem of surfeit of overabundanceover abundance in knowledge
is not really too embarrassing most of us solve it by simply
ignoring the fact that facts are multiplying in every sub

C G jung modern man in search of a soul new york harcourt
brace 1933 ppap 1737173 7
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jecteject and next year will be multiplying even more rapidly
specialization and electronic devices in our computing centers
will help us digest the sheer mass for aid in interpretation
synthesis illumination we must have recourse to books of
inspired scholarship such as the phenomenon of man by
teilhardtreilhardTeilhard

what seems to me to be our most serious difficulty is our
need for spiritual readjustment certain kinds of radiation
can it is said affect a person for years without his becoming
conscious of them but having a cumulative effect they can
make him appear to suffer from sudden illness something
like that has occurred in recent centuries we went along
congratulating ourselves on becoming more worldly wise
more disciplined and objective in thought less subject to il-
lusion less subjective in fact and then something occurred
that convinced us we might have to pay more than daily toil
for what we had been receiving

I1 suspect that in times to come the reformation strictly
defined will take its place in history as a movement in crit-
icism of the roman catholic church and its instruments and
practices of the time it will be seen to have accompanied
the renaissance and to have shared in it but will take second
place to the broader reformation of human thought which
included the scientific and industrial revolutions conversion
to the principles of natural science as we modemsmoderns conceive
of it has been the great revolution and although in the main
we are grateful for all this wealth poured into our laps we
are still intensely aware of something else the malady which
leads to unhappiness even among those most favored there
is this paradox which causes us on the one hand to laugh
at the angst of the professed existentialist but on the other
to pity ourselves for possessing our own brand of deep
seated anxiety or dread or discontent not only german
but every language has a word for it several words for it
take your pick anxiety or dread or insecurity or disillu-
sionmentsionment or world weariness

you and I1 may disagree as to the reason for this sickness
of the soul but upon the existence of it we can find more
agreement than upon almost any other question of this ques
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tioningdioning time and at this convention of poets I1 suspect that
there will be general agreement about a cure for the malady

the illness of our time is a desperate one a disease which
either engendered such monsters as hitler and mussolini and
stalin or bulwarkedbulwarked and weaponed them for their insane bru-
talitiestali ties it might even bring about the end of our civilization
even the end of the glory of human consciousness perhaps
those horror stories are not mere tales to frighten children
but this sickness is one which I1 think you poets are perhaps
best fitted to remedy

this is an intensely practical matter this is a matter of
sanity and survival and beyond that of progress in the upper
reaches of the human mind

this is a matter of the resiliency the health of the spirit
we americans have had a dynamic impetus and courage but
perhaps no more than other nationalities perhaps our national
youth has been more blessed with natural resources and with a
bright new technology with which to exploit these resources at
least we have shared a dynamic spirit with other human beings

dr jean gottman who has been doing research upon
what he terms megalopolis the continuous stretch of cities
and suburban areas from north of boston to south of washi-
ngton finds much to admire in that vast urban complex he
wrote

if our modern megalopolis has withstood as
well as it has the march of time this must be ascribed to an
exceptional degree of diffused and stubborn dynamism it
is to such a spirit which endures only in a free and changing
society that one should look for the key to successful growth
and development of an urban region local natural endow-
ment the brilliance of leading experts the logical excellence
of proposed plans are of little value without that spirit dif-
fused among the people 2

the nourishment of this spirit is a matter of great con-
cern A general despair the rising of the miasma of self
pity the loss of wonder and awe these could bring fearsome
hazards these we can as poets strive to counteract

I1 am not suggesting we organize as a cult for rituals of
shallow optimism and issue a manifesto each should do it in

annual report twentieth century fund new york 1960 p 35
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his own way and his own way may be a tragic way or a bitter
way A work of art as jung wisely declared is never un-
equivocal there will be ambiguities there will be paradoxes
and downright contradictions for in a free society the mind
must sally forth untrammeled but there should be honesty
and a seeking for the depths of our strength so that we may
again feel that impetuous yearning for the heights and feel
it with confidence

what is more I1 believe that we have grounds for con-
fidencefi the world is I1 feel nearing a new birth of wonder
of reverence but I1 do not believe that this renaissance is inin-
evitable a necessity of history it is however a necessity for
our survival and development you and I1 must labor to bring
it to pass we cannot I1 fear relinquish our responsibility
altogether to institutionalized religion not that I1 would dis-
parage the worthy toilersboilers in the churches those honestly
struggling to restore a primitive vitality a spiritual robust-
ness to modern life but unhappily there sometimes appears
to be a spiritual sluggishness or laziness often content with
threadbare phrases which are actually dangerous to the ideal-
ism and awe of the young

you the poets are aiding all the churches because you are
bringing about the downfall of false doctrines of the cult of
objectivity which was based upon distrust of the subjective
of mind that is and hence also of spirit you aid by restor-
ing freshness of vision by reviving wonder you at your
best give glimpses of the universal basis for religious feeling

for poetry at its best perhaps always when it is sincere
is after all essentially religious As veneta L nielsen wrote
in her monograph under sound poetry is the divine light
shed upon experience human experience it is therefore re-
ligious in nature it is therefore metaphorically always about
love 3

be grateful for what science has done for you without
losing yourself in a secular faith in scientism which often
proceeds from a materialistic complacency through spiritual
vacuum to emptiness and despair know that the horizontal

veneta L nielsen under sound logan utah utah state university
press 1958 p 9
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growth of knowledge will go on through every university
every great research foundation through the military services
and government agencies but do not be borne down and
crushed by the daily freshetsfreshersfreshets of new data and made to feel
ashamed of your own contribution which is both indispen-
sable and higher for to you is left the distillation of true
meaning from the masses of fact to you is left the rearing
of those pinnacles and minaretsminaritsminarets above the flood plain that
plain is deep in sediment fat with fertility but it needs such
as you to light torches and rekindle fires on forsaken altars
to build the spires upon the structures left unfinished by
ffrustratedrustrated giottosgrottosGiottos

you the poet can best reconcile the splendid if unruly cre-
ativenessativeness of the individual with the need for essential unity
the true poet is not selfish As a thinker to whom I1 am much
indebted has said the poet knows that a purlpuripur4i

posivenessposiveness out reaching human ends isis the life giving secret
for man

and you know probably best of all that this gallant new
world of science of industry yes of poetry exists ultimately
for the purpose of bringing to birth a new world soul it will
be a task a complex of innumerable tasks often of sore diffi-
culty but do not let discouragement enervate you in the
harsh but hopeful words of william meredith

poems are hard to read
pictures are hard to see

music is hard to hear
and people are hard to love

but whether from brute need
or divine energy
at last mind eye and ear
and the great sloth heart will move

you the poets know as did the great saints what robert
fitch termed the mysterious efficacies of love he con-
tinued for if one will not love one will not learn it is
only love that yields insight 4 you demonstrate love when

robert E fitch science and the saintly sentiments columbia university
forum spring 1960
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you bridge the abyss between your own private anguish and
ecstasy and the universal needs of men

there is as teilhardtreilhardTeilhard wrote that irresistible instinct in our
hearts which leads us toward unity this funda-
mental vibration which seizes us when confronted by nature
beauty music and he cried resonance to the all the
keynote to pure poetry and pure religion he linked with
these the expectation and awareness of a great presence 5

take with you my best wishes as you go forth to delight
in reading poetry and as you alternate between anguish and
exaltation while you write your own poems and wherever
you are you can remember in even your darkest moods that
there is wonder in us and a power deep as our roots go far
back even into the inanimate and beneath back to some
spiral nebula of intense luminosity we are as eiseley wrote
compounded of dust and the light of a star from the most

ancient of times down to the current chlorophyll which
humble though it may be weds earth and sun for us

you at your best are makers and shapers working in that
chaos I1 spoke of at the beginning we have evolved far from
the spiral nebula of old we have a mounting dignity and
wisdom as we adventure among the stars on this rotund space
vessel of ours whatever there is of power and majesty in
the universe we share in it or we can if we are at once modest
and aware we have laid our hands upon the mighty poten
cies in the chest of the universe we must not use them to
return this globe once more to a fiery incandescence of mind-
less gases it is your taskasbaskastask as poets to help deal with this chaos
to mold shapes of meaning and to bring a new birth of won-
der and reverence for the splendors about us

in ending I1 would say as earnestly as I1 can peace be
with you but not the peace of peace conferences with
everyone glaring suspiciously at everyone else nor the peace
of drowsy meadows and ruminating cows rather the peace
that is heart swelling storm that clinton larson wrote of

pierre teilhardtreilhardTeilhard de chardin the phenomenon of man new york har-
per 1959 p 266
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in his poetry drama the redeemer peter speaks to jesus
saying

I1 wander as your voice
gathers me from the net you cast

that I1 take and cast for you
my soul awaits the storm
of your prayer in me

young dr thomas dooley you recall his heroic work
among the stricken natives in laos spoke of the quality of
vital spiritual peace before he died he said the storm
around me does not matter nothing human or earthly can
touch me A wilder storm of peace gathers in my heart
what seems unpossessable I1 can possess what is un-
utterable I1 can utter 6 this strength I1 wish you with
all my heart as you write and sing in the months to come

the ultimate victory this week june 25 1961 p 2


